
Side Folding Stock Adaptor 
 

“Not for use on AR15 rifles or any other weapon that requires a spring or other 
 moving parts in the buffer tube or stock assembly to function properly” 

 
**Tips** Directions are below 

1. The setscrew can harm the threads on the buffer tube. please back it out or remove it for now. The 
setscrew helps secure the assembly from rotating. 

2. The Castle nut can hold the assembly secure without the use of the set screw. The castle nut just 
needs to be tightened, a little over snug. Using a proper spanner wrench is recommended. 

3. To operate side folder, first install the stock/buffertube. it works best to put your thumb on top of the 
hinge and wrap fingers under the buffer tube and squeeze your hand to open and close the side folder. 

 
Directions: 

1. Thread Male end of the side folder in where the buffer tube would normally thread into the adaptor or 
gun, tighten the castle nut. This normally works best with the hinge on the left side when looking at it 
from the rear. 

2. Close the side folder and remove/back-off the setscrew on the bottom. 
3. Thread the buffer tube into the sidefolder until it bottoms out, then back it out so the unthreaded flat in 

the buffer tube lines up with the set screw hole. Install/tighten the set screw and tighten the castle nut. 
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 moving parts in the buffer tube or stock assembly to function properly” 

 
**Tips** Directions are below 

1.  The setscrew can harm the threads on the buffer tube. please back it out or remove it for now. The 
setscrew helps secure the assembly from rotating. 

2. The Castle nut can hold the assembly secure without the use of the set screw. The castle nut just 
needs to be tightened, a little over snug. Using a proper spanner wrench is recommended. 

3. To operate side folder, first install the stock/buffertube. it works best to put your thumb on top of the 
hinge and wrap fingers under the buffer tube and squeeze your hand to open and close the side folder. 

 
Directions: 

4. Thread Male end of the side folder in where the buffer tube would normally thread into the adaptor or 
gun, tighten the castle nut. This normally works best with the hinge on the left side when looking at it 
from the rear. 

5. Close the side folder and remove/back-off the setscrew on the bottom. 
6. Thread the buffer tube into the sidefolder until it bottoms out, then back it out so the unthreaded flat in 

the buffer tube lines up with the set screw hole. Install/tighten the set screw and tighten the castle nut. 


